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ABSTRACT
In the midst of a US $30 billion USD investment in the Nationwide Health Information Network (NwHIN) and electronic health records systems, a significant change in the architecture of the NwHIN is taking place. Prior to 2010, the focus of information exchange in the NwHIN was the Regional Health Information Organization (RHIO). Since 2010, the Office of the National Coordinator (ONC) has been sponsoring policies that promote an internet-like architecture that encourages point-to-point information exchange and private health information exchange networks. The net effect of these activities is to undercut the limited business model for RHIOs, decreasing the likelihood of their success, while making the NwHIN dependent on nascent technologies for community level functions such as record locator services. These changes may impact the health of patients and communities. Independent, scientifically focused debate is needed on the wisdom of ONC’s proposed changes in its strategy for the NwHIN.

INTRODUCTION
This article explores the changes in policy toward health information exchange under the Obama administration. It postulates that the forces unleashed with policy shifts are likely to result in a dramatic reduction in the role of regional health information organizations (RHIOs) in the Nationwide Health Information Network (NwHIN). In the place of RHIOs, a new internet-like model of health exchange is being tested and developed based on technologies such as the DIRECT Project. We write this article to prompt a pause for reflection on the wisdom of this approach. We describe the history of RHIOs, the value of RHIOs to patients and communities, the changes in the policies of the Office of the National Coordinator (ONC), and likely the consequences of these changes. Based on this analysis we call for an open debate and the development of scientific consensus before irrevocable commitment to one model or another for the NwHIN is made.

REGIONAL HEALTH INFORMATION ORGANIZATIONS
Prior to and for the first year of implementation of the Obama administration’s US$30 billion investment in health information technology through the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health (HITECH) Act, the USA has been pursuing the development of its national health information architecture through community level information exchange within regional healthcare markets. This approach has been called a ‘bottom up’ strategy by Coiera (in contrast to the ‘top down’ centralized strategy used in the UK by the National Health Service (NHS)3). RHIOs were the focus of efforts, defined as:

An organization that brings together health care stakeholders within a defined geographic area and governs health information exchange among them for the purpose of improving health and care in that community according to nationally recognized standards.2

Among the goals of RHIOs are support for network connectivity or virtual private network capability, data exchange, use agreements for clinical data, and regional security services. The design model of a nationwide system for health data exchange for the USA, as late as April 2010, well into the implementation of HITECH, focused on integration of regional exchanges, Federal healthcare entities, and other large integrated healthcare delivery systems such as Kaiser Permanente, into a system linked by common protocols.5 By organizing exchange around communities and health referring areas, RHIOs offered the potential to optimize utilization of existing resources while preserving resilience through local variation and autonomy.1

RHIOs are typically not-for-profit organizations that have many of the characteristics of a public utility enterprise. They are neutral organizations providing open access to participants in the region, most with the goals of providing service to all providers in the community (as opposed to random or selective inclusion), analogous to the universal service requirements of most public utilities. RHIOs exist for the public good of information exchange across a community, in much the same way that an electrical company or cable company provides a service perceived as a public good. However, unlike public utilities, they do not have a monopoly on provision of services within their region, which can create economic problems, as discussed below. Consistent with their role as community led organizations, the functions of RHIOs differ based on community needs.

OTHER MODELS FOR NATIONAL HEALTH INFORMATION EXCHANGE
The approach taken in the USA is unique. Other countries have pursued alternative, more centralized options where government entities have primary responsibility for information exchange. In the UK, the NHS has managed the development of standards, the production of electronic health records systems and services, connectivity, and software services for data exchange at a national
level. Despite widespread success with office-based electronic records systems, the development of integrated nationwide software systems for health data exchange has proven too complex a task for governments and, as a result, the UK may evolve toward a provincial (NHS region) strategy with one records system for each region with overlapping technologies and standards. This is similar to the approach taken in Australia and Canada, which Coiera calls ‘middle out,’ and which focuses on provincial governments leading implementation of both electronic records systems and health data exchange. A critical element of the middle out approach is moving development efforts to a semi-private government funded corporation. These entities manage the development of common software systems and standards that support reuse of technology and integration across provinces, without the encumbrances of a government agency. The theoretical advantages of a ‘middle out’ approach are flexibility in standards that support evolution and innovation, along with a greater degree of responsiveness to local needs, particularly practitioner needs, than may be possible with a national effort. However, the Canadian and Australian national systems are still under development, so the wisdom of the regional approach is an open question.

WHY RHIOS ARE IMPORTANT

An example of a ‘public good’ implemented within many RHIOs is the potential capability to quickly and automatically locate and retrieve most relevant electronic health records for a patient. This capability could be thought of as a public service-like function, readily available to all authorized providers but not necessarily economically viable to create or self-supporting.

The ability to quickly and automatically locate most relevant electronic records for a patient was a critical design feature of early RHIOs. Between 2005 and 2007, ONC and the Markle Foundation, through a group called ‘Connecting for Health,’ developed and tested prototype designs for health information exchanges that focused on regional, and later inter-regional, exchange of health information and patient records. To be able to retrieve electronic health records for an individual in a region, RHIOs had to maintain two critical components:

- A list of the vast majority of individuals in the community with linkages to the different medical record numbers used by different medical providers and health systems (called a Master Patient Index, or MPI), and
- An index or a web service capable of determining the locations and types of medical records across the community for a particular patient (called a Record Locator Service, or RLS).

How common is it for medical professionals to need to retrieve summaries of care for patients? In emergency departments (ED) and consultative medicine, data from patient records are often needed to provide optimal care and reduce redundant diagnostic testing, but such data are all too often not available. Patients who visited multiple EDs accounted for 22% of all visits to EDs in the central Indiana region. In clinical consultations, Gandhi and colleagues reported 68% of specialists did not receive prior information from referring primary care physicians, let alone records from other physicians in the community. Moreover, it is relatively easy to find compelling clinical use cases for access to records from other institutions. For example, in the UK, a motivating example for the creation of its summary record system was the case of journalist Penny Campbell, who died of sepsis related to a recent procedure after seeing eight different physicians for her symptoms.

At present, however, retrieval and use of information from remote systems is an at-the-point-of-care clinical workflow issue that is subject to failures from many technical causes. In the USA, in one RHIO focused on Medicaid and indigent patients, retrievals occurred in just 2.6% of cases. Similar results were seen in a UK study of access to ‘summary records’ within an NHS demonstration project—access occurred in just 4% of cases. Qualitative studies subsequently explored the rationale for the low rate of access. Researchers identified physician beliefs of a low probability of finding information as the primary reason for not using the system. Interestingly, when patients had summaries available online, summaries were accessed frequently (22% of encounters). Johnson and colleagues also observed that access to regional health information exchanges in EDs increased from 6.8% to about 15% among patients with return visits. Therefore, it seems likely that if RLSs were widely available, they would be used in clinical practice.

Maintaining a community level RLS capable of producing a summary of care across different computing environments of differing healthcare organizations is complex. However, once the initial work is performed, MPI and RLS technology can support a wide range of quality improvement and population health activities at a community level that are potentially valuable, if not economically viable, services that might include medication resolution, reminders to patients of needed preventive services, and alerts for public health issues. These community level activities, and others, are a focus of ongoing work in the ONC’s Beacon Communities Program.

RHIOs also serve other functions in communities that may be difficult to duplicate at a state or national level. Foremost among those purposes is a forum for developing consensus-based data use and reciprocal support agreements (DURSAs) among healthcare data across entities within a region. DURSAs contain the policies related to use and re-use of data for research purposes, system access, security, patient access, and consent. DURSA agreements play an important role in the dynamic security of data exchange, specifying security levels, logging and tracking of transactions, and responses to findings of malicious software.

CHANGES IN THE STRATEGY FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF THE NWHIN

RHIOs were the foundation of government-led health information exchange efforts under the Bush administration, expanding between 2005 and 2008 to over 100 active organizations. The achievements of the RHIOs in this period were limited because of inadequate funding and problems with sustainability. Under the Obama administration, RHIOs have had mixed support. The HITECH Act did not provide direct funding for RHIOs and the ONC did not renew funding from its congressional appropriations to support existing RHIOs. In addition, the Centers for Disease Control terminated funding which supported collaborations between public health departments and RHIOs. In its place, the ONC, through HITECH, funded states to develop and implement comprehensive information exchange plans. The plans of some states included existing RHIOs (eg, Indiana and Delaware), while the plans of other states abandoned existing RHIOs and set up new entities controlled by political allies of the current state governments (eg, California). In addition to funding states, the ONC also funded the Beacon Communities Program, a grant program supporting communities with advanced levels of health information technology to adopt community-wide health improvement efforts. Some Beacon Communities opted to form RHIOs.
or use existing RHIOs to implement their objectives. Overall, the number of RHIOs has grown to more than 200 in 2011, even as concerns related to their financial viability continue.23

However, RHIOs no longer play the central role in NwHIN’s architecture that they once did. In the place of RHIOs, the ONC has adopted and described in its 2011–2015 Strategic Plan,24 a web-based model for health information exchange with multiple types of networks in a region and direct point-to-point exchange between providers when necessary or convenient. Quoting from page 14 the plan:

Many sustainable exchange options already exist for certain providers and certain types of health information. Some hospital networks and group provider practices have found a business case for investing in information exchange within their networks. Vendors of EHR [electronic health record] systems are developing ‘information networks’ for their customers. Communities are creating health information networks to facilitate information sharing among providers. Diagnostic lab companies and electronic prescription companies offer services that enable exchange of specific pieces of health information for providers able to pay for them.

As stated in the plan, hospital groups, vendors of electronic health records, and laboratory vendors all have a role in health information exchange and these various types of private networks are equal partners with community-based exchanges (ie, RHIOs) in the ONC’s new model. The approach is internet-like in its promotion of point-to-point information exchange through standards and interoperability initiatives such as DIRECT. It will also rely upon web services such as directories for identification of providers and facilities that are analogous to the Domain Name Services (DNS) model underlying the internet, along with internet-based security models. These yet to be constructed services will allow users to look up how to send data to providers and will specify security operations. The advantage of this approach is that it may radically lower the cost of connections for data exchange between parties for ‘push’ transmission through elimination of expensive custom interfaces. It may also speed up the process of health information exchange, making it potentially possible to require health information exchange to earn incentives under the administration’s Meaningful Use policy.

The ONC’s new plan also relies upon states to perform several tasks that were formerly the role of RHIOs, as stated on page 16:

States will support providers by building… provider directories, record locator services, and master patient indices… enhancing the information exchange capabilities of key trading partners.

The plan does not describe how states would finance maintenance of directories and record locator services or how they would implement a record locator service without RHIOs. At a technical level, these capabilities might be developed, without RHIO-like organizations, using alternative architectures described in a 2010 report by the President’s Council of Advisors on Science and Technology (PCAST) entitled ‘Realizing the Full Potential of Health Information Technology to Improve the Healthcare of Americans: The Path Forward.’25 The approach seeks to apply the differential between the growth of the power of computational systems and of software engineering to solve the problem of the interoperability of health information technology systems as first described by Stead and colleagues.26 They propose using ‘referential standards’ (flexible adaptable semantics) implemented as markup languages, as tools for interoperability and information retrieval. Based on this model, the PCAST report called for the abandonment of contemporary software-based architectures for health information exchange provided by RHIOs. Instead, the report called for a new architecture supporting community services (and research) through Google-like search engines that indexed exposed medical data, marked with referential languages for semantic interoperability and security for retrieval. Medical data would be retrieved through a network of data-element access services that maintained indexes of data types and locations for individuals.25 Acknowledged as visionary by health IT leadership, but also widely criticized as impractical for implementation at this time,27 the PCAST report underlies ONC’s demotion of RHIOs in its pantheon of health information exchange mechanisms.

THE RISE OF PRIVATE NETWORKS FOR HEALTH INFORMATION EXCHANGE

The de-emphasis on RHIOs in NwHIN also has opened the door for private enterprises to build networks for connectivity for information exchange. Through professional organizations such as the American Medical Association and the American Academy of Family Practice, and networks associated with electronic health record vendors, vast new private exchanges may be created.25 Importantly, these networks will be largely independent of communities and cross state boundaries. The vendors of private networks, such as SureScripts29 and VisionShare,30 have a significant advantage over RHIOs that attempt to follow a public utility-like model. They are not obligated to provide other critical services necessary for a community health system or even universal connectivity for the region. They can recruit participants based on favorable economics, reaping profits without having to meet the requirements for undertaking the truly difficult tasks in health information exchange. Further, health information exchange with business partners on private networks will likely meet proposed Stage 2 criteria for Meaningful Use incentives.

HOW THE ONC’S PROPOSED CHANGES THREATEN RHIOs

Some have argued that the ONC’s new strategic plan does not explicitly undercut RHIOs.31 However, if exchange of data and meaningful use certification can be achieved without connecting to a RHIO, there may be little reason for providers to join one, particularly if RHIOs have higher costs. The threat of competition in health information exchange from DIRECT and private networks is significant. Of the numerous RHIOs created between 2005 and the present, only a small proportion have sustainable business models.32 Financially viable RHIOs tend to be funded by fees for initiation and clinical exchange services provided to hospitals and practicing physicians32 and thus have had to compete with other private sector entities (eg, hospital chains, clinical laboratories, and insurance claim conveyance organizations) for delivery of data exchange services.

The changes in the ONC’s strategy expose the primary weakness of the RHIO sustainability model: namely, the mismatch between the public utility-like mission adopted by many RHIO organizations and the requirements for free market success for sustainability. RHIOs that subsidize connectivity services and provide universal access to their networks along with other services for the good of the community are operating like public utilities. Their actions are driven not so much by sustainability as by public good. However, few RHIOs have had monopolies on health information exchange in their region, and as a consequence competition for health information exchange services drives the price of those services to their cost, making it
difficult to subsidize other information exchange activities conducted for the public good. RHIOs’ sustainability problems parallel issues that have arisen with the privatization of public utilities in the USA. Beginning in the early 1980s, the USA began engaging in a series of experiments where public utility model enterprises such as electricity and notably postal and telephone services, were either privatized or forced to compete in open markets. The private sector took over the most economically viable portions of the market, choosing the lowest cost customers and avoiding costs for difficult to serve customers and avoiding the cost of community-wide benefits. This ultimately causes public utilities to cease operations or to adapt to a for-profit model, at the cost of loss of the for-public-benefit aspects of the enterprise. For example, competition with private entities has recently forced the US Postal Service to close rural offices and give up Saturday deliveries. When a public utility model industry is privatized, new models of regulation35 or incentives for businesses44 may be needed to sustain useful, but unprofitable services delivered ‘for the good of the community.’

The impact of DIRECT and of private networks for health information exchange may have been underestimated by the ONC because of a failure to consider the effects of disruptive innovations on markets. Disruptive innovations, according to Christensen, are new approaches or technologies that, while initially offering lower performance than established methods, have far lower entry barriers, opening up new markets of greater scale, in which the disruptive technologies eventually grow to equal and often surpass the capabilities of incumbents.35 36 In this setting, disruptive innovations typically take over a market displacing established vendors.

REVERSING COURSE IF NECESSARY
Is there a way to preserve RHIOs, given the changes already implemented by ONC? Meaningful Use regulations currently provide substantial incentives for providers and hospitals to participate in health data exchange (up to US$4,000 for Medicare and US$6,300 for Medicaid providers, and on the order of billions of dollars for hospitals). To support RHIOs, Meaningful Use regulations could require hospitals and providers to make a connection through a RHIO-like exchange, one that complies with set standards for interoperability and community level services, and is subject to some level of oversight, where such an exchange is available. By requiring connectivity through a ‘certified exchange’ (to be defined in federal regulation), such exchanges would have licensed monopolies and would be able to charge connectivity and data exchange fees that would provide a viable economic model to support their public utility-like functions.

SLOWING DOWN TO SPEED UP
The success of the ONC’s strategy depends on the ability of the PCAST report computationally powered technologies to replace software powered technologies that underlie present designs for MPI and RLS regional services. While the PCAST approach is innovative, the superior functionality of the approach is, at this time, only a hypothesis—the feasibility of and the time required to develop deployable software based on the architecture is unknown. Premature retiring of the RHIO model through shifts in funding and increased competition from private data exchange networks could result in serious long term loss of the community level functions that are critical to the delivery of high quality, cost effective care.

At this point, the decision to switch the overarching design of the NwHIN from a RHIO-based model to a PCAST-like approach is strongly linked to the Obama administration. The PCAST report was produced by a committee formed by the Science and Technology Directorate of the White House and commentators upon it were produced by the ONC’s politically appointed Health Policy Federal Advisory Committee. What is needed is a non-partisan discussion of the wisdom of changing the architecture of the NwHIN from one based on RHIOs to a more internet-like approach. Failure to adequately discuss the proposed changes might lead to a reversal of policies after the 2012 election if a different political party comes to power, with accordant wasting of valuable resources. The best organizations to lead this debate might be the Institute of Medicine and the National Academy of Sciences with their traditions of independence and history of valuable contributions in directing national policies for health information technology. If the scientific consensus is that an internet-like architecture is the best option, then additional steps may be needed to preserve the value of the NwHIN to communities, and to support the governance and security roles played by RHIOs as a ‘public good.’

Achieving the great potential of the NwHIN, particularly its potential to connect health information on individuals and populations at a community-wide level, requires ongoing statesmanship and collaboration. What is important to the progress of any truly great and complex endeavor, such as we face with the development of the NwHIN, is that the activity be driven by non-partisan principles through rational, cross administration planning and execution. The great technical achievements of our country, such as moon-traveling rockets and ocean-linking canals, did not belong to one political party or another, but were sustained across transitions of power. Success with the NwHIN demands the same non-partisan commitment to achievement of a common vision.
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